SUPER STRIPPER!
Fast Action for the
Non-Routine Stripping
Job.

1. Penetrators
Provide quick
penetration of
tough floor finish.

Stripper
Finish
Floor

2. Dissolvers
Chemically break
the bonds of old
finish and wax.

3. Emulsifiers
Return old solids
to liquid state
quickly for
complete removal

Old, tough floor finish has met its match
with this fast action, heavy-duty stripper. It
is specially formulated for the removal of
high solids finishes, “case hardened”
polymer build-up, hard metal crosslinked
finish/wax, multiple floor finish applications
and repeated spray buffing / recoating.
An energy saver, the outstanding
chemical action of this stripper significantly
reduces manpower needed. Unlike
conventional strippers where hot water is a
must, this product performs excellently
under cold or hot water conditions.
Our super stripper cuts through
today’s toughest jobs as easy as 1,2,3 —
1) Penetrators. 2) Dissolvers and
3) Emulsifiers. Together these hardworking components get the job done fast.

Breakdown super concentrated stripper may be diluted 1 part super
concentrate to 3 parts water, this will make regular concentrated wax
stripper. This regular concentrate may be diluted 1 part stripper to 5 – 10
parts water. Always adjust the dilution of a wax stripper to level needed
for a specific job. Use through a Lyn Distributing auto proportioner set at
25 to 30 parts water to 1 part concentrate.

The above three-step process insures complete, in-depth removal of medium to heavy build-ups –
right down to the surface without repeated scrubbing. The high concentration of surface active
ingredients is the key to its effectiveness…67% greater than conventional strippers! This stripper is
easy to use. It has a pleasant odor, contains no ammonia. It’s biodegradable, nonflammable and low
foaming. For use with conventional or automatic equipment.
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